The School of Thought: Relational Processes of Lasting Existence and Transformation

"Science exists only as continuous School"
(Bachelard 2002 [1937]: 325)

Abstract

This article is an attempt to analyze the features of the titular concept of the school of thought, which occurs through participation in situations that encourage the sharing of experience. The formation of a school of thought is understood as a relational process; therefore, in this context, a consideration of social relationships becomes a key task. It is also an expression of the culture of practice shared by participants in the activity and created by them. As a result, a school of thought is understood as an interweaving of relationships, opinions, and positions which direct and orient the activity. Relational processes are examined from this perspective, i.e. the processes of the lasting existence and transformation of a school of thought, presented in their many different dimensions.
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Szkoła myślenia: relacyjne procesy trwania i transformacji

Abstrakt

Teksť stanowi próbę analizy cech tytułowego konceptu, jakim jest szkoła myślenia, która wyłania się w toku uczestnictwa w sytuacjach sprzyjających uwspółnianiu doświadczenia. Tworzenie tak rozumianej szkoły myślenia jest procesem relacyjnym, tak więc w tym kontekście namysł nad relacją społeczną stał się kluczowym zadaniem. Jest także wyrazem kultury praktyki podzielanej przez uczestników aktywności i tworzonej przez nich. W rezultacie tak rozumiana szkoła myślenia stanowi splot
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Starting point

The problem I intend to analyze in this article is ambiguous, and it is considered ambiguous not only by authors who reflect upon its meaning, but also by some parts of the academic community, even though I am not referring to an academic school, as it is called by those who identify with it, but rather I am thinking about a school of thought. I am interested in how the phenomenon of relational shared experience is formed, how it lasts and changes, what the processes of transformation are, as well as transformation itself and those who participate in it. I shall analyze a certain web of activities which permeate what Teresa Bauman (2004) describes as “a school of thought.” It is a process which results in the creation of a cultural construct that enables shared lines of mental activities to be seen, penetrating the activities of participants in a traversal way. A school of thought is understood here as “one that defines the way of thinking” (Bauman 2004: 78), is shaped in action, in the mutual formation of participants in a given field of activity. As a result of this process, a group of people emerges, consisting of “those who not only discover new areas of knowledge, but can also gather a group of others who are similarly fascinated with the discovery of new ideas” (ibidem: 79). Bauman describes them as masters who are necessary “for the creation of a school of thought” (ibidem).

A review of existing literature on the subject enables one to see its duality and complexity. The main line of division lies on the border between personal factors influencing the construction of a school of thought, and the significance of those who actively participate in its creation, and boils down to emphasizing tensions between these two elements. Within this context we may encounter discussions about mastery (Walczak, Mikołajewicz 2017), an individual master (Bauman 2004), or a school of thought (ibidem). The issue of authority is also raised in this discussion, approached from different configurations which show various ways of...
understanding it. The spread of opinions is broad, stretching from reluctance (Skarga 2009) to acceptance, especially when perceived as “an intimate relationship of appreciation” (Witkowski 2011: 693). The last proposition introduces the relational, mutual order that is also adopted in the following text. Klemens Szaniawski’s proposition (1994) may serve the role of an ordering function, as it distinguishes between two functions of authority that can be characterized as “having authority” and “being an authority.” There are many possible configurations of how to “be an authority” in the relational order of constructing a school of thought, not necessarily connected with physical persons, participants in the process in which a school of thought is created, continuing patterns from the past. In this sense there can be many types of “intimate relationships of appreciation,” they are situated and their value changes, often being connected with other features of people, situations, and expectations of the participants of an activity. Therefore “being an authority” means having the permission of the community to do “more,” but it also means that an authority is someone we listen to carefully.

In his essay on authority in science, Klemens Szaniawski views it with optimism:

The voice of an authority is listened to more closely, and he can speak more than others. As a result, he has significant power over decisions concerning scientific research. This is the second — after shaping models of behavior — significant role of authority in science (Szaniawski 1994: 106).

In this process of transformation, “intimate relationships of appreciations” (Witkowski 2011) are formed, which have little in common with the category of “having authority”, that is, having formal power or distinctions characterizing it. Often these processes of transformation that occur in a school of thought “move across” not only formal authority (“being an authority”), but also across situations pertaining to “having authority”, particularly when moral categories (gratitude, intimacy, reciprocity) are included in this externally simulated process, as well as feelings, emotions and affects of the participants of the activity. The entire phenomenon is very complex.

The aim of the following analysis is to identify those features of the concept of a school of thought that can be useful in identifying, expanding, but also modifying it in the context of focusing on what defines it, but also what distinguishes it in the overall idea behind a given discipline. An inalienable element in the context of an emerging school of thought is a reflection about the participants of a given type of activity who — thanks to situations that foster the sharing of experience — come to share certain ideas, values, points of view. The creation of a school of thought is a relational process, therefore a consideration of social relations is a crucial task. It is also an expression of a culture of practice shared and created by the participants of the activity. Only then can a school of thought become an interweaving of opinions and attitudes orienting activity.
Social relations – transformation within the culture of practice

Social relations between the participants of a given area of practice, their dimension and the mechanisms of transformation, form indisputable elements in the process of shaping the culture of practice3 and finding the best way of orienting activity. The socio-pedagogical point of view enables one to see social relation as a specific type (configuration) of relationship—within a particular area of practice—between the participants of an activity, other people, and elements of their environment. The basic category of analysis of these relationships is the level of balancing the relations between individuals who interact with each other. The quality of this relation is influenced by the degree of its symmetry and by the existing relations of power (domination or submission). From this point of view, we can distinguish several types of social relations: transfer, exchange (trade, gift), and reciprocity of sharing (Fustier 1998, 2000; Wagner 2003).

What is especially important from the perspective of the analyzed problem—the shaping of a school of thought—is a clear understanding of those types of interpersonal relations which are characterized by a surplus of symbolic and formal power, leading to either domination or submission. These relations are characterized by asymmetry. It is visible in situations in which individual deficiencies prevent equivalent activity. A specific example of these types of relation is a transfer or exchange, particularly through gift (Fustier 1998, 2000), since it can lead to enslavement or a rejecting of propositions, and as a result discourage from even attempting to achieve the standards of a school of thought. Those dimensions of relations in which the category of formal and symbolic power are minimized are most conducive to the process of creating a school of thought. It makes it easier to act together in order to achieve the final aims, and remains a condition for success. A specific type of symmetrical relation is an exchange characterized as a reciprocity of sharing (partage) (Fustier 2000; Wagner 2003). However, it is a highly demanding type of exchange for both sides of the interaction. When analyzing the relationships between participants in activity in the space of practice, especially educational practice, we encounter the metaphor: “give-take,” which expresses the desire to balance the relationship and learn from each other.

A unique part of this analysis is the discovery of the meanings behind practiced activities. The roles and attributes of cooperating subjects are particularly significant, those individuals for whom, against whom and with whom we carry out our activity. Adopting this perspective requires careful consideration of a concept

---

3 The culture of practice is understood as a set of activities or their effects undertaken by a particular group (community), extracted in reference to a set of activities undertaken by a different social group, which presents its specific character and identity. An element of a culture of practice, often determining its specificity, which can be sometimes presented as its visible sign, is the interweaving of certain elements (mental, affective, active) determining its (new, specific) orientation of activity. See: E. Marynowicz-Hetka (2019: 321).
that would allow an understanding of the multidimensionality and complexity of the mechanisms of transforming social relations. Scholars writing about this problem have based their reflections on a concept which views personality as a system of attitudes towards (interpretations of) the world (Świda 1974), whose origin lies in the relational theory of personality, introduced by Joseph Nuttin (1968). According to him:

the functioning of psychic life can exist only within a structure that assumes an internal and active reference of “I” to the world of objects. Hence the self not only stands against this world of other people and objects, but this world becomes the content of a personalized psychic life (ibidem: 229–230; also see: Świda 1974: 152).

This understanding of the concept of personality seems to be linked to the relational concept of social action, understood as the creation of symbolic institutions, and the relational concept of value (Starczewska 1994 [1978]), and with what social pedagogy teaches us about the individual’s position in social context and mutual relationships. The particular usefulness of the relational concept of personality stems from the fact that social context, the lived environment—such an important element of social pedagogy—is relationally “embedded” in a person and in her psychic system. In other words, according to this concept:

the relation between personality and culture is analyzed from a different angle to that in a number of sociological and anthropological works which perceive personality and culture as two separate systems that remain in a specific relationship (Świda 1974: 152).

The existence of this relationship is particularly significant for relational relations (reversibility, creating unity). On this understanding, what is significant is that:

the activity of an individual is, on the one hand, an expression of their interpretation of external reality and image of their place in this reality, and, on the other hand, it is defined by the their individual internal dynamism, which causes certain internal states to evoke certain actions, and that certain internal states produce other states (ibidem: 155).

This means that the components of images/representations of an active subject (the interpretation of reality and the image of oneself written into it, as well as internal states) mutually affect each other. This interpretation is very similar to the concept of traversal analysis of activity (Barbier 2016, 2018). It also refers to a feature of relations between individuals and the environment which social
pedagogy describes using the term “feedback.” The author of the concept of personality quoted above also uses this term.

This concept, understood as a system of attitudes towards the world, enables us to enrich the perspective of analyzing dynamic subjects who remain in relationships with themselves and with others. It can be also seen as a proposition to perceive people as acting subjects, undertaking professional tasks of trying to actively understand the person they are working with—as well as a proposition to discover themselves as being active subjects, and understand others through research and action. It therefore helps to expand the reflection on the conceivability of action (Ricouer 2003; Barbier 2006, 2016).

When analyzing the essence of social relations, the basic problem that must be considered is its saturation with symmetry, as well as the issue of recognizing the types of asymmetry that can be expressed in different ways. It can take the form of an objectification of a relationship, as well as a saturation of a relationship as a result of a free gift that only deepens the asymmetry. Both variants create asymmetry and are therefore negative, although each of them happens for different reasons, often interlocking and crossing with each other. The effect is similar. Particularly significant for revealing these features is the specific social condition in which money is an important means of exchange, promoting the commodification of social relations.

Social relations are characterized by dynamism. They are shaped by a process and are a process themselves. Low dynamic relationships are generally asymmetrical, stable and embedded in a specific cultural structure—*habitus*. Relationships that are dynamic, open, and oriented at change/transformation are characterized by an oscillation of tensions that are expressed by asymmetry—balance—transgression. Such dynamics of social relations can be observed in many different areas of practice, in the public as well as private spheres (Arendt, 1985). Qualitative changes in relationships are especially evident in relations that are formed in the educational sphere. They are affected by the final goals of the process, since its aim is to teach someone how to make independent decisions and, as an effect, how to surpass the master. These configurations of relations are often exposed to breaks and discontinuities (Bachelard 2002 [1938]), but nonetheless still exist because of *la filiation* that expresses cultural heritage. Another feature of the dynamics of social relation is the process of moving from transfer, through exchange, to sharing (of values, ideas, and objectives).

---

4 For a study on the problem of the commodification (fr. *marchandisation*) of social relations, see: L. Bruni (2010) and the entire issue of “Revue du Mauss” dedicated to voluntary, unpaid relations (*La gratuité…*, 2010).
The school of thought: an interweaving of relations in the processes of lasting existence and transformation

The construction of a school of thought is a process that is subject to changes and transformations. The most important features of this process are breaks (e.g. paradigmatic, but also personal or institutional) and discontinuities, which make it possible for the idea to continue to exist despite various obstacles and the conditions of those ruptures. In the foreword to Bachelard’s book (2002 [1938]) Daniel Leszczyński interprets this process in the context of the radical philosophy of Gaston Bachelard:

...Bachelard’s book is (...) also a first attempt at describing the history of science and development of knowledge as a process in which a crucial role is played by breaks, revolution, cuts and mutations, in which contradiction, negation and radical change are the legitimization and guarantee for development, whereas habit, theoretical idiosyncrasies, consistency (...) are an aberration and defeat of cognition (Leszczyński 2002: 362–363).

Naturally, this approach must necessarily be understood within the entire context in which Bachelard’s thought was shaped and developed, including its lasting influence on social and philosophical thought. Hence the phrase that appears in the quoted passage from Bachelard, and which is employed as a motto in this article, is only seemingly praise for constructing “a fossilized school” which resists transformation. However, one of the conditions for the existence of a school of thought is some kind of “initial capital,” some kind of synthesis of knowledge. Leszczyński (2002: 368) emphasizes that this particular element “belongs to the most important, and at the same time most unclear and controversial elements of Bachelard’s work” (ibidem). He looks for answers in different temporal categories in which science is created: chronological time, in which it is customary to measure and structure achievements in the development of science, and logical time, to which Bachelard refers. This mechanism is reconstructed in the following manner:

If we however place these theories [following each other, referring to the same phenomenon – EMH] in a logical time, and then attempt, even ignoring their chronological order, to compare definitions with their base concepts, and then try to derive one from the other, then we will discover that there are breaks between some of them, that is, moments when something appears that was not there before, and which cannot be derived from what was earlier while maintaining the same definitions of basic concepts (ibidem: 368–369).

Leszczyński (2002: 374–375) reminds us that Bachelard's thought inspired the works of Georges Canguilhem, Michel Foucault and Thomas Kuhn.

It is necessary to refer to the typology of time proposed by Ferdynand Braudel (1997 [1958]), who distinguished short and long time.
However, this process is slightly different in my reading of Bachelard’s concept, as it involves both rupture and discontinuity (discontinuité). Whereas a break, to use François Jullien’s (2009, 2017) terminology, is a visible modification of processes occurring silently and out of sight, and sometimes can be seen as very radical, discontinuity, on the other hand, consists of all of the synthesized elements that continue to exist and are subject to transformation. In this case, there is no sudden rupture, but a parallel between the processes of lasting existence and transformation. The process of lasting existence refers to the main tropes that identify a given school of thought, its language, “basic concepts,” point of view, etc. The process of transformation refers to giving meaning and sense, according to numerous external (most often paradigmatic, but also contextual) and internal factors (referring to the person of the scholar, their identity), which Bachelard so strongly emphasizes. This interpretation of Bachelard’s concept enables its use in an in-depth analysis of the processes of constructing a school of thought, processes that are not limited to a negation of the past output, but provide an important impulse to enhance and develop in the future. Furthermore, this enriching is not a simple “conglomeration” and addition of new meanings. In this process, the researcher’s awareness of his or her point of view serves a special function, in part a limitation, in part an impulse to search for something new.

Understood this way, the process of constructing a school of thought has its origins in the following conditions that can be used to characterize it:

– whom some may be considered as a master by the Other;

– as a result of shared experience of participants identifying with the elements that define a given school of thought, which occur through a process of reconstruction and reorganization, characterized as activities tied up in a node (Barbier 2016), or a braid (Nawroczyński 1947), constituting a symbolic institution7 (Castoriadis 1975; also Skarga 2009: 106–107), understood processually, during creation and development, exposed to multiple breaks and discontinuities, able to be analyzed only in the long duration (Braudel 1999 [1977]);

– as a certain kind of shared social image (Castoriadis 1975; Baczko 1994; Skarga 2009) constructed by members of a school of thought and juxtaposed with individual images, which can lead to an individual realization of the existence of significant people in a relation, among by two important features: continuation and interaction (Dewey 1968 [1947]);

– as a web of social relations between participants of a given organism, subject to silent and invisible transformations that can be seen by them only in the form of modifications (Barbier 2016; Durand 2017; Jullien 2009, 2017).

7A symbolic institution is a symbolic web that is sanctioned socially, in which real elements cross with those that are imaginary and symbolic. It is constructed through a process of multiple, interconnected interactions and the shared experience of the participants of a field of practice. See: E. Marynowicz-Hetka (2019: 320–321).
Naturally, these different dimensions of looking at the phenomenon of a school of thought should not be considered as disconnected or separate. The complexity/duality of the processes that occur during the construction of a shared thought result in a similarly complex analysis of a school of thought, understood as a relational weave of transformations that mostly happen silently and remain invisible to the participants. A reference for this interpretation is Fernand Braudel’s (1997 [1958]) consideration of the two dimensions of time: short and long. The first is an expression of a certain slowdown of events that are experienced by an individual, and the second expresses the fact that “in the foreground of the study there are the great cyclic oscillations that create lasting existence” (ibidem: 149; Jullien 2009: 138). According to Jullien (2009), these structurally distinct categories of “short” and “long” time can be used in the analysis of the processes of transformation, which—especially in the beginning—occur in a way that is invisible for those who are part of it. These hidden transformations happen in a “silence” that is not mobile, allowing for a more global view of not only past events, but also those we are experiencing in the present.

Transformation of relation: asymmetry vs. transgression

A specific feature of the different relations that lead to the creation of a school of thought is variability and acting in phase, resulting from the participants’ inevitable desire for individual expressions of transgression. At first the asymmetrical relation becomes equal, and sometimes once again asymmetrical, albeit with a differently directed vector. The student outgrows the master, at times the discussion is a clear differentiation of opinions, and later also attitudes, preferences etc. Sometimes it is expressed by conflict. The relational character of this phenomenon is emphasized by the fact that “the master appears on the intellectual horizon of the disciple” (Bauman 2004: 72), which means that we are searching for those masters with whom we can find/feel shared experience, seen by John Dewey as an indisputable attribute for constructing a relation oriented at education/formation.

This symbolic relationship that describes the determinants of relation and relationality requires us to “connect [the master] not only with knowledge, but also with specific features” (ibidem: 72), including personal, and especially affective features. A master is someone who inspires us, perhaps even fascinates us, with whom we like to work. It is also someone whose actions or biography set new standards. Helena Radlińska was such a figure, who, through her own biography, set a high standard for scholarship, teaching and social activity, but also presented

---

8 This thesis is developed in different discourses, e.g. in post-Foucauldian discourse or in institutional analysis. See J. Donzelot (2005); P. Fustier (2000); J. Ardoino, R. Lourau (1994).
a model for students to aspire to and work toward, as well as a particular atmosphere of academic life. Because of her many intellectual, emotional and practical virtues, today we can talk about social pedagogy as a symbolic institution, and about her school of thought (see: Lepalczyk 2001; Marynowicz-Hetka, Theiss 2004).

Certain tensions that may provoke changes in the participants of an activity are a particular feature of these different relations. The characteristic trajectory of this process, for which we can find many examples in the history of science, as well as among practical events, follows the direction from imitating and remaining in the shadow of a master to transgressing both yourself and the master, which is often painful for both sides and leads to conflict. This complex/dual relationship can be shaped in different spaces. These are:

- texts: when the master is an author (Teresa Bauman writes about "a master of thought"). The direction of the transformation: from fidelity to a concept, to creating your own research and theoretical identity, and therefore transgressing the master;

- activities in the field of practice—including an oscillation of changes: from imitating particular examples of acts to finding your own path of activity; sometimes it is expressed by “a third way," in the words of Ricouer (2003). A fragment from the letters written by Radlińska, the unapologetic master, about her own master professor Stanisław Krzyżanowski may serve as an illustration.9

Transformations of these interwoven relations are fostered by perceiving the master not as someone who transfers knowledge—that is the role of a teacher—but as someone who inspires, encourages, and most importantly always questions everything; “someone from whom you take, even if there was no intention of giving on their part” (Bauman 2004: 77). It is also someone who “has the courage to abandon the position they have achieved, abandon everything they have learned” (ibidem) and start everything from scratch (e.g. taking into consideration new paradigms), but expresses it in an authentic way. This feature—authenticity (Taylor 2002), is precisely what attracts us to and delights us in other significant people, and makes us want to continue their work, transform it, and ultimately also transform ourselves.

---

9 "He showed me a "great" academic career, if I would only limit myself to research. It was the first time that I opposed my dear Professor. I considered my service as most important. I argued with excitement that if I contribute anything to history (let’s add: to education and social work), it is only because of my experiences in social work (…). When after many years I finally became a professor of history and education, I was sad that I couldn’t continue my conversations with Krzyżanowski about the value of the work he had so much disdain for, and that I couldn’t thank him for training me in the basic methods of scholarship (…)." (Radlińska 1964: 358–359).
La filiation: or, the chain of people and matters

Paraphrasing Bachelard’s motto from the beginning of this article, it can be said that if science exists only as school with a capital “S,” then an indispensible element of the analysis is the issue that is described with the clever French term of la filiation, in free translation—“a chain of people and matters”—and in Polish generally described as cultural heritage connected with the processes of lasting existence and discontinuity. Questions quickly arise: What is inherited? How is it inherited? What are the conditions for this process? What characterizes it?

Lech Witkowski (2011) acknowledges the significance of the category of la filiation in analyzing the phenomenon of lasting existence and transformation in a different way, providing a very accurate trope for the analysis of this problem, an indispensible element of social relations in the sphere of education. Ascribing this category into “culture understood as cultural heritage” (ibidem: 693) he defines it as “an intimate encounter with heritage” (ibidem), or as “an intimate relation of cultural gratitude and a real debt that is paid spiritually” (ibidem). The category of la filiation, this chain of people and matters, particularly emphasizes the social dimensions of interwoven relations. Although Witkowski uses phrases that are commonly interpreted as referring to individual experience (e.g. “intimacy”), it is not only about a one-dimensional relation between Me and You, but about its interweaving in the context of events and shared experiences. For this reason this category seems crucial for analyzing the phenomenon of a school of thought.

A school of thought is a symbolic category, one that—if it comes into existence in the experience of the participants—transversally permeates social images and constructs symbolic institutions. An indispensible feature is the relationality of this phenomenon. We often look for those who share our experiences, and with whom we can find/feel how these experiences are shared and distributed. Lech Witkowski (2011) provides an entire list of the determinants of relationships in the educational sphere, which can be referred to as the interweaving of activities we call a school of thought. I shall not present it here in its entirety; but some of those determinants are connected with the phenomenon of a master. On the side of those who experience such a relation they are for example:

- personal experience of a meeting, careful reflection, the effort of focused following, critical thought, a new surprising perspective, naming of the discoveries made possible in this mode, a significant impulse, or finally an encouragement to act and think beyond what was previously possible or planned, and finally the sense of being an heir which compels us to develop

---

10 It is worth noting that as a result of Lech Witkowski’s inspiration, there will be a seminar dedicated to the heritage of idea and intergenerational ruptures in Polish pedagogy organized in September 2019 during the tenth Congress of the Polish Pedagogical Association. See: Witkowski (2019).
ideas independently and follow the adopted direction, tangible manifestations of changes that occurred in the receiver (ibidem: 737).

It would be more precise to say: the participant of the relation, which Witkowski acknowledges himself in a later part of his text (ibidem). This analysis leads us to the question: what kind of master? The answer also comes from our analysis: an emancipatory master, one who accompanies us and our work, and the development of those with whom he forms relationships. This requires modesty and attention, as well as a constant orientation of activity towards the Other, which will be explored in the next section.

The emancipatory master vs. a master accompanist

Jacques Rancière (1987) formulates the following thesis: “a person may need a master when his own will is not strong enough to set him on track and keep him there” (ibidem: 13). Despite a certain categoricity, the formulation illustrates a certain type of temporality of waiting: for the moment of finding your own path. It is an inalienable feature of the emancipatory master Rancière is writing about—he is present, at your disposal, for as long as the student cannot find his own path, “set himself on track.” It also expresses his contradiction: a captivating presence. Rancière’s thesis allows us also to uncover a certain distinction between mastery and authority. One is a master for as long as his students (or, more precisely: Others) want him to be, and under their conditions. Whereas one “has” authority regardless of expectations and conditions.

Rancière’s proposed category of an emancipatory master, “ignorant” (le maître ignorant), as states the title of his book, is similar to the concept of “a master accompanist” (Barbier 2016), who accompanies us in our development. These categories similarly refer to the attitude of a teacher, someone who leads, as well as someone who others consider as their master. In French, the term le maître refers to both a teacher and a master. According to Rancière, a teacher becomes a master when “they discreetly guide the student’s intelligence,” but “discretely enough to make it work, but not to the point of leaving it to itself” (ibidem: 29). This concept fits into the indirective methods of influencing, and thus it is understandable that Rancière refers to it when justifying Socrates’ dialogical method of releasing internal power and stimulating development.

The category of the master accompanist refers to the concept of accompanying someone in their development.11 The aim of these particular features of orienting

---

11 Accompanying in development—an orientation in activity in the educational, formative, social sphere that represents indirective currents of influence. It is based on the idea of helping in development and presents in itself a transformation of this orientation. A key criterion for qualifying this type of activity is the subject’s situation within the field of practice which is defined as internal, participatory and shared. See: E. Marynowicz-Hetka (2019: 325–326).
activity is not to indicate directly, nor to hasten the implementation, e.g. doing tasks for those we work with, even though their rhythm of life and speed of reacting to changes and orders indeed encourages us to do those tasks “for them”. The difficulties in realizing the rule of accompanying in development are especially visible when we are working with people who have a different life regime (Barbier 2016), for example people who are sick, disabled, older, small children etc. Time becomes an important determinant for realizing this orientation of activity, of influencing the Other. Respecting time also in its individual, not only social, dimension, is a measure conducive to mental, affective, discursive development and maturation, and as a result—action/agency. Everyone who works with an Other, regardless of their age and social situation, knows perfectly that this process of maturing, growing into social roles, requires time and attention.

Accompanying understood as an “accompaniment” (Barbier 2016; Fustier 2000) of activity can be realized in various social situations, also when preparing to commence activity/professional activity. It helps to shape the competences of the subject acting in the field of practice: explaining, orienting activity and methodologically directing and modifying the activity, sometimes intuitively, in the direction of professional activity understood as one that structures the present through the future and gives meaning to anticipation.

The process of accompanying in development can be regarded in several dimensions—in addition to those described above there are also horizontal and vertical dimensions. In a horizontal dimension it is most often professionals, that is—guardians, teachers, educators—who accompany the development of others, who for various reasons require empowerment, assistance and care. It can, therefore, be said that this accompanying is realized through other processes: taking care of, compensating, educating, preventing etc., and for individuals situated in their everyday environment.

The vertical dimension of this orienting of activity refers to educating those who in turn educate others (teachers, educators, guardians); accompanying in the development of professionals is realized through the process of education. It is also an activity/action for those who teach, as well as for those who are taught. This process is more about individual development and learning competences, and most importantly—and what requires most time and patience from the “accompanist”—about changing “mental habits,” and acquiring newly established attitudes.

If this type of accompanying in the development of professionals active in the field of practice takes place in the space of an institution, then it can be conducive to creating a certain culture of practice, typical for a given institution. It can become a requisite factor of creating a space of ideas shared by every participant in a given field of practice. We can, therefore, talk about one additional dimension of accompanying in development: the institutional dimension, in which a team shares the same orientation of activity. It becomes a certain culture of activity,
complementing the basic activity of the accompanying individual. The aim of accompanying understood this way is a simultaneous optimization of the realized tasks, in which it is engaged, as well as its own transformation as a subject. In this sense, we sometimes talk about education integrated with activity. This multifaceted and multidimensional process of accompanying is emphasized in contemporary scholarship analyzing activity. This direction of developing the idea—of accompanying also in the processes of work and production—is always discussed (Barbier 2009; *Encyclopédie de la formation*, 2009) with a strong emphasis on its educational, or, more precisely, formative aspect.

**Instead of a conclusion: doubt**

In the conclusion I wish to return to the beginning—to the reluctance in documenting the lasting existence of schools of thought. Thinking about this problem leads to the following question: do we need justifications for writing about the phenomena of schools of thought, mastery, authority *etc.* The answer is obvious. There are many different positions.

In her collection of essays entitled *Człowiek to nie jest piękne zwierzę...* Barbara Skarga writes: "I do not accept authorities and I do not like authorities” (2007: 99). Later she adds: "I believe that in interpersonal relations we only need mutual respect, Kantian respect for dignity. I also believe that the mind should always oppose authority, as did Saint Augustine, stating that only the mind should have authority, as it seldom fails” (ibidem: 234).

Charles Taylor (2002) emphasizes that in this need for authenticity, in a specific culture of authenticity, there is “a certain constitutive tension” (ibidem: 71) between “the ideals and the ways in which they are manifested in human life” (ibidem: 90). It is a tension between representations (mental images) and experience (experiencing them).

Even these two arguments are enough to cast doubt on to the necessity of relying on such categories as a school of thought, mastery, or a master, at a time when great transformations are occurring in modern life and in our own expectations. I am referring to the common requirement of individualism and the praise of “the instrumental mind”, or the figure of *homo oeconomicus* discussed in post-Foucauldian literature, founded on the principle of rationality and achieving tangible effects as soon as possible (Donzelot 2005). This is probably a topic for another article about the paradoxes in the phenomenon of a school of thought/thinking.
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